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Congratulations
For the first time on our annual ram checks we have not identified a single case of Brucellosis. While this is great news, it
shouldn’t be taken as a reason to no longer check your rams. Several cases of Brucellosis have occurred on properties
serviced by neighbouring practices and in one case involved a farmer who has regularly checked his rams every year. (In
this case a significant portion of the $1000 ram flock was lost.)
Although our clients are currently Brucellosis free there are still infected sheep out
there on our boundaries which pose a risk. We recommend that you:


Continue your ram checks (we still find other problems with
rams that cause infertility or mating problems);
-other bacterial testicular infections.
-scrotal mange.
-testicular degeneration.
-ram ill health / poor body weight.



Do not bring rams onto your property unless their brucellosis status is known. If the status can not be guaranteed
keep them in isolation and blood test. (Remember this if buying rams for dog tucker.)
Treat foreign rams that turn up on your property with caution. If you cannot identify where they come from and that
they are brucellosis free, blood test them (don’t just kill them, if they carry brucellosis they may have already
spread it onto your property).



Triplet Opportunities??

Plantain Moth

Many ewe flocks have gone to the ram in very good order this year and should scan well.
Along with a high lambing percentage will come a high number of triplet bearing ewes in
many flocks.

Unfortunately this little pest seems to be
becoming fairly widespread as the
hectares in Plantain increase. Some
second season plantain crops have been
decimated by the moth caterpillars, this
autumn.
Early detection of the problem before significant damage arises is advantageous.
The moth is relatively easy to spot. Just
walk through your plantain and you will
note a small brown moth lifting away in
front of you as you disturb it. (You won’t
find them in your grass paddocks.)

Some of you have tried identifying triplet ewes and managing them separately with
generally disappointing results. I would encourage you not to be defeatists!! Just because
you got it wrong once isn’t a reason to give up. Docking 160 to 180% in triplet ewes and
weaning small lambs doesn’t have to be as good as it gets!! There are people out there
doing significantly better through a combination of factors.
What we do know is that ewe deaths in many flocks are far higher for triplet ewes than
twinning ewes. 10% plus versus 3-4%. Just saving some of these ewes can be
worthwhile (where ewes are not scanned for triplets you can guarantee that a high
population of your twin deaths will in fact be triplet ewes).
Stocking triplet ewes in sheltered paddocks (not necessarily as the only lambing ewes)
that can be shepherded to pick up casts and attend to bearings or lambing difficulties
(triplet ewes have been proven to have more of these problems) would seem to make
sense on many properties.
If you were really keen or have spare labour in spring, good work has been done on
mothering triplet lambs onto single bearing ewes. This isn’t as hard or time consuming as
you might think.
It has also been proven if triplet ewes are well fed after lambing on very good quality
pasture triplet lambs can grow very well and easily wean at 30kgs plus. Many of you have
new higher quality pastures on your property.
So if your last and only attempt at managing
triplet ewes was to just feed them better and
seemed to result in nothing but bearings and
other problems think again!! Yes you
obviously got it wrong but it is possible to
improve triplet ewe and lamb survival and
lamb growth rates. Why not put a better plan
in place and try again, you might surprise
yourself. (If not I’ll swap you some triplet
ewes for singles!!!)

Check your plantain now. If you spot the
moth, chances are you could face a
significant problem next season and need
to start planning your control now.

Theileria Update

Anaemia In Cattle Caused by Theileria Orientails
Ikeda—Response Updated

This tick borne disease
continues to spread
through warmer areas of
the North Island where
ticks are found. While the
greatest problems have
been in dairy herds, beef
herds have also been
affected. For interest here
are some maps relevant to
the occurrence and spread
of Theileria.
Distribution of Cases by Year

During a visit to the mental asylum, I asked the director
how do You determine whether or not a patient should be
institutionalised. “Well”, said the director, “we fill up a
bathtub, then we offer a teaspoon, a teacup and a bucket to
the patient and ask him or her to empty the bathtub.”
“Oh, I understand,” I said. “A normal person would use
the bucket because it is bigger than the spoon or the cup.”
“No.” Said the director. “A normal person would pull the
plug. Do you want a bed near the window?”

Welcome
For those of you who haven’t caught up with the latest
news, we would like to officially welcome Felicity Keenan to
our team. Felicity has worked for us on a part-time basis on
& off over the last few years & is now working two full days
per week at the vet club. I am sure you will all make Felicity
feel very welcome and point her in the right direction if she
is looking lost. It is great to have another female vet on the
team to even out the testosterone levels.

Distribution of Cases by Farm
Type Affected

Nitrate Poisoning
Just another warning on this. Once again we have
had an autumn dry spell allowing nitrates to
accumulate in the soil. (Probably not to quite the
same extent as last year.) With no moisture and
warmish soil temperatures this nitrate will have
been taken up by the plants. New grass / oats and
brassicas could have toxic levels. The best advice is
to check before feeding.
Also don’t over-use urea or other nitrogen fertilisers in situations where soil nitrogen levels are likely
to be already high (paddocks out of pasture). This
can especially apply to winter oats. Last year we had
some oat crops that ended up never being fed to
stock because of constantly elevated nitrate levels.

Herd Lepto Vaccinations
Just a reminder to all dairy farmers to think about their annual herd lepto vaccinations as they dry off or make plans
for drying off.

With winter approaching, just as your arthritic knees and hips tend to
start to play up in the cold, so do the injuries and arthritic complaints
of your working dogs.

Remember also that rising 2 year old heifer replacements
will also need a booster vaccination as well any breeding
bulls that will run with the herd next mating.

You can improve your dogs condition and extend their working lives by:

Contact the Clinic if you require us to vaccinate your herds.





Ensuring kennels are warm and dry with decent bedding.
Using anti-inflammatories to alleviate
pain, swelling and inflammation.
Ensure your dogs have a good
quality, balanced diet which may
include joint supplements.

Talk to us if you have dogs that could benefit from arthritis management.
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